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Abstract—
 The Transport layer of OSI and TCP/IP models
provides all necessary services for end-to-end communication
between application processes. There are a huge amount of works
and propositions of Transport level protocols and services to
satisfy applications requirements. Unfortunately, the vast
majority of applications refer only to TCP for reliable and
ordered services or to UDP for unreliable and low latency
services. This is due to the fact that the deployment of all new
Transport protocol proposal is mainly hampered by (1) the poor
socket API exposed by the Transport layer to applications, (2) the
introduction of middleboxes within the Internet and (3) the
tedious work required to modified Operating System kernel. At
the same time, the development of network functions
virtualization opportunities is growing in the world of carrier
networks and more generally. In this paper, after a survey on
Transport protocols deployment issues, we present a novel
approach to realize the effective deployment of Transport
protocols and services by leveraging virtualization principles. At
last, we present a new way to efficiently manage Transport
functions and to dynamically build Transport services through a
graph-based protocol model.

necessary for end-to-end communication between processes
[2]. In the TCP/IP standard, two main protocols have emerged
at the Transport layer: TCP [3] and UDP [4] protocols. TCP
protocol is used to provide a reliable, ordered and
connection-oriented services, while UDP protocol is
connectionless and guarantee neither order nor reliability.
Unfortunately, it is well known that TCP and UDP protocols
are insufficient to face the requirements of critical applications
(Interactive video conferencing, Virtual Reality, among
others) and in addition, are not suitable to several network
contexts. For instance, TCP is known to suffer from
limitations in the Wide Wireless Area Networks (WWAN),
such as Satellite network [5], or more recently, the Tactile
Network environments [6], where latency have to be under one
millisecond.
Nevertheless, despite their limitations, TCP and UDP
protocols remain systematically and massively used by the
various networking stakeholders, notably the application
developers. This situation leads to an underutilization of the
opportunities of the Transport layer. Indeed, an optimal
Transport layer is supposed to provide the best possible
performances taking into account both quality of service
(QoS) required by the applications, and the capabilities of the
underlying network. A large number of research works have
been done to deal with the Transport layer issues, by
considering applications requirements and/or network state.
These works take two major directions of research: (1)
proposing a single protocol by improving or adding features to
the existing TCP protocol, or by developing a new protocol
from scratch or on top of UDP protocol; and (2) redesigning
the entire Transport layer such that to enable service requests
by applications instead of a particular protocol invocation, and
to promote the Transport layer evolution through the easy
integration of protocol components.

Keywords — Transport protocols, TCP/IP model, Network
Function Virtualization, Graph-based models.

I.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The Internet was designed around a layered architectural
model, where each layer plays a very specific role in the
proper functioning of the Internet and its components. The
standard reference model is the OSI model [1] that consists of
7 layers: the Physical layer, the Data Link layer, the Network
layer, the Transport layer, the Session layer, the Presentation
layer and the Application layer. Judged too theoretical and
unsuitable to the specific context of the Internet, the OSI
model was superseded by the more practical TCP/IP model
[2], which proposes an architecture in 4 layers: the Network
Access layer, the Internet layer, the Transport layer and the
Application layer. From the layers of OSI and TCP/IP models,
there is one whose role and position are globally invariant
from one model to another, it is the Transport layer.

TCP has known a huge number of modifications and
extensions since its conception in the 70’s. Most of these
extensions aim to improve existing TCP options or
mechanisms like Congestion Control or Selective
Acknowledgement (SACK) [7]-[12]. The rest of TCP
extensions aim at adding to it new features like security,

The Transport layer, often considered as a hinge layer
between the high and low layers, provides the services
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multi-streaming, etc. For example, Multipath TCP (MPTCP)
[13] is an extension of the TCP protocol that provides it a
multipath capability by leveraging the ability of today’s
devices to having multiple network interfaces (Wi-Fi, 3G,
LTE, …).

chooses the adequate protocol (or Transport components) to
provide requested services. The main drawback of the
majority of these approaches is that, to no more use socket
API, applications need to be rewritten to take into account the
new proposed framework. Furthermore, to be effectively and
efficiently used, the Operating System developers (Windows,
Linux, …) must open their systems to permit the integration of
these frameworks in the OS kernel. This is far from being
obtained due to the tedious work required to update an
operating system. This situation contributes to the problem of
new protocols deployment.

Rather than extending TCP features, there is a lot of works
that propose to build new protocols from scratch. The Stream
Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [14] is a reliable
Transport protocol, which operates on top of a connectionless
packet network-level protocol, such as IP, and mainly offers
multistreaming and multihoming services. In order to behave
fairly with TCP flows and leverage UDP protocol efficiency,
the Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP) [15] was
developed. It is an unreliable Transport protocol that provides
congestion control features to applications.

More recently, new paradigms such as Network Function
Virtualization (NFV) [22] and Software Defined Networking
(SDN) [23] arrived at maturity. In this paper, we argue that by
leverage the virtualization concepts as ETSI defined it, we are
able to dynamically and timely deploy Transport components
on the appropriate network nodes in different contexts (e.g.
IoT, Cloud, etc.). Indeed, because each Transport protocol can
be seen as an assemblage of functions, we define an
architecture allowing to directly place the appropriate
functions within a network entity (computer, router, switch,
etc.). In the first stage of our works, our main focus is to
package the Transport functions as virtualization containers
(Docker, LXC, etc.) even if they are complex or simple. In the
second and last stage of our works, for the simple Transport
functions, we will wrap them as Linux kernel modules.

All previously mentioned protocols are monolithic
programs hardly configurable, inextensible, and tedious to
update. To overcome these issues and provide QoS capability
to Transport protocols, works on configurable and
reconfigurable protocols were carried out during the last
decade and conducted to a lot of propositions, like the
Enhanced Transport Protocol [16]. ETP is a modular
Transport protocol QoS-oriented aimed at implementing
behavioral and structural adaptation strategies based on the
network environment conditions, and guided by the
application requirements [17]. More recently, Google has
proposed the Quick UDP Internet Connections (QUIC) [18],
built on top of UDP, and aiming to reduce latency compared
to that of TCP.

Over the last decade, there are more and more works that
took advantage of the virtualization principles to improve
networking, by facilitating packets processing function
deployment and upgrading. In [24], B. Pfaff et al. present
Open vSwitch (OVS), a network switch specifically built for
virtual environments. OVS is mainly used to steer the traffic
between virtual machines within hypervisors and with the
external world. More recently, Z. Niu et al. present Network
Stack as a Service concept [25], a new way for cloud
providers to offer networking features to their tenants inside a
container. In this paper, we envision a novel way to manage
and deploy network functions at the Transport layer.

Apart from the QUIC protocol supported by Google and
MPTCP which is based on TCP, any new proposals for
Transport protocols, including those mentioned in the previous
paragraphs, have not been massively adopted on the Internet.
This lack of deployment is due to two main factors: (1) the
backbone of the Internet is subject to an increasing integration
of middleboxes capable of inspecting a packet to the L4 level
and rejecting any unauthorized protocol, and (2) the limited
Application Programming Interface, called socket API,
exposed by the Transport layer to applications. Indeed, socket
API ties applications to a specific protocol, so that
applications need to be rewritten to support any new protocol.
To overcome this issue, [19, 20, 21] argue that the whole
Transport layer has to be redesigned, such that the application
no longer chooses the Transport protocol it wants to use, but
instead invoke the desired Transport services and let the layer

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section ,
we detail the reasons for the non-deployment of any Transport
protocol other than TCP and UDP protocols. Next, we
introduce the NFV approach in section III. Section IV presents
the Virtual Transport Protocol concept and the aspects related
to it. Finally, we end the paper by presenting future works.
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Fig. 1: A Network Function Virtualization Vision [22]
II.

MAIN LIMITATION OF

TRANSPORT LAYER: DEPLOYMENT

We argue that in the vicious circle described above, OS
vendors are the key actors and by enabling new protocol
support in their operating systems, the adoption of any new
protocol by other actors can be effective. Because it is
tiresome for OS vendors to integrate a new protocol in the
kernel of operating systems, many efforts have been made
to implement it in the user space of operating systems [27,
28]. This approach facilitates the integration of any new
protocol but unfortunately, suffers from performance issues.
Our approach is to deploy protocol components in user
space as Virtual Network Functions (VNF) inside
containers, and to leverage packet processing acceleration
toolkits like DPDK (Data Plane Development Kit) [29] to
realize high performance close to those of OS kernel.

To provide Transport features beyond those of TCP and
UDP protocols, a plethora of propositions has been made by
researchers. Unfortunately, most of these propositions have
not been widely deployed. This is due to three main reasons.
Middleboxes. Initially designed on an end-to-end
principle, at least from level L4 to level L7, the Internet has
seen the massive introduction of new network devices,
called middleboxes (NATs, firewalls, etc.), with the aim to
respond to a number of new requirements, such as security,
broke the end-to-end semantic. Therefore, to be used, a
protocol must not only be integrated and known by the
endpoints (i.e. the final hosts) but also, be supported by the
middleboxes on its way, so that it can cross the network
without failure: this hampers and complicates the
deployment of new Transport solutions.

III.

NETWORK FUNCTION VIRTUALIZATION APPROACH

A network function (NF) is a processing function in a
network [30]. Traditionally, a network function is deployed
on proprietary hardware. Hence, for every customer, a
network service provider installs one dedicated hardware
per network function (Firewall, DNS, IDS/IPS, etc.). Such
network functions deployed on dedicated hardware are
called Physical Network Function (PNF). Promoted by the
ETSI, the Network Function Virtualization approach (NFV),
as shown in Figure 1, consists in decoupling these network
functions from the proprietary hardwares and to implement
them as software components in environments providing
virtualization capabilities [22]. Such network functions
implemented in software are called Virtual Network
Functions (VNF).

Socket API. In order to provide Transport-level services
to applications, the Socket API was developed in 1983. This
API was designed so that the application programmer
explicitly specifies the desired Transport protocol. This has
the disadvantage of, on the one hand, limits the Transport
services (provided to the applications) to those of the
protocol chosen at design time, and on the other hand,
requires the rewrite of the application to support a new
protocol.
Vicious circle. This issue is well described in [26].
Application programmers are unwilling to use a new
protocol that is unlikely to work end-to-end; OS vendors
will not implement a new protocol if application
programmers do not express a need for it; middleboxes
vendors will not add support if the protocol is not in popular
operating systems; the new protocol will not work
end-to-end because of lack of support in middleboxes.
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Fig. 2: Hypervisor-based (A) vs. Container-based (B) virtualization
There are two ways to perform virtualization and to
package VNFs: hypervisor-based virtualization and
container-based virtualization. The difference between them
is shown in Figure 2:
● in the hypervisor-based a pproach, one virtual machine
(VM) with a whole OS is instantiated per VNF
resulting in potential overhead, for example, in terms
of memory resource consumption;
● in the container-based approach, each VNF running
within a container, shares the OS kernel of the host
machine with other VNFs.
Because the containerization approach is more flexible,
lightweight, portable, scalable, stackable [31] and allows
overhead saving, we privileged this latter in our works.

way to drive the composition of protocols. We then
introduce a control architecture, called Transport Function
Manager (TFM), aiming to manage and deploy protocol
components. Finally, we present our approach to compose
protocol based on graph.
A. TERMINOLOGY
We mainly use four terms in our formalism: Transport
Function (TF), Virtual Transport Function (VTF),
Transport Service (TS) and Transport protocol. A
Transport Function, TF, is a processing unit at Transport
level within TCP/IP model. It includes, but not limited to:
● connection management function: ensures opening,
maintaining, and closing connection;
● error control function: ensures data integrity;
● flow and congestion control functions: limit sending
rate to avoid or react to hosts or routers buffers
overflow.

In Figure 2 (B), the role of the Container Engine is to
automate the deployment of containers, to maintain and
update them. There are several container engines, of which
the mainstream is Docker [31]. Apart from this popular
containerization platform, there are others famous platforms
like the historical Linux Containers (LXC) [32], or more
recently Singularity [33].
Docker. Although containerization is an old technique
introduced in version 2.6 of the Linux kernel, it only
became popular with the appearance of Docker. Docker is
an open-source platform for developers and sysadmins to
develop, deploy, and run applications with containers. By
using Docker, we are able to dynamically deploy Transport
protocol components as containers inside any device apt to
host Docker Engine.
IV.

Fig. 3: Transport Function generic model
Figure 3 represents the generic model of a TF. A TF is
composed of three mains elements: (1) the IN/OUT data, (2)
the algorithm implemented by the TF, and (3) the metadata
of the TF. The metadata is essential for the management of
the TF and contains information like:
● the name or task of the TF; for example “ACK”.
● the mechanism implemented by the TF; for example,
two TFs performing an ACK task can do it following a
cumulative algorithm or a selective mechanism; their
mechanisms name will be respectively “cumulative
ACK” and “selective ACK”.
● the dependencies of the TF; this information indicates
which TFs must be executed before the current one; for
example, we have to execute error control function on
segments before executing reassembly function.

VIRTUAL TRANSPORT PROTOCOL

In this section, we describe our approach to deploy and
manage Transport components on different entities
(computer, server, etc.) within networks. We assume that
the considered entities are able to host container engine like
Docker. We claim a virtualization-based modular approach
where any Transport protocol can be composed from a
number of basic Transport functions packaged in
virtualization containers. In order to provide unambiguous
vocabulary, in the first subsection, we define and illustrate
all aspects related to Virtual Transport Protocol concept,
among them the need of a control architecture of VTP and a
4

Fig. 4: Overview of TFM and its components
its current state. We can distinguish Monitoring, Analysis,
Decision and Knowledge Base components.

Obviously, the idea of splitting a protocol is not novel
and is the so-called modular approach evoked in section 1.
In ETP [16], the protocols are composed of so-called
micro-protocols or TFs packaged in software components.
Such TFs are what we designate by the generic term,
User-space Transport Function (UTF). As previously
mentioned, the code of TFs is most of the time embedded in
OS kernel modules; we designate such packaged TFs by the
term Kernel-space Transport Function (KTF). Instead of
having to deal with complex and often unmodifiable OS
kernel system, our approach consists in packaging TFs code
inside a container and in deploying it on user space of the
local entity implied in the communication, or somewhere in
the cloud. Such TF, placed inside a container, is called a
Virtual Transport Function ( VTF). In this paper, we focus
only on the deployment of VTFs.

Monitoring. The role of Monitoring component is to
collect events and to reports them in the knowledge base
component. Examples of events include new added TF or
removed one, OS kernel configuration, started application in
user space, etc.
Analysis and Decision. Analysis and Decision
components are together responsible for intercepting
applications service requests, interpreting these requests and
to dynamically build Transport services to provide requested
services. They are also in charge of maintaining and update
the Transport Function graph within the Knowledge Base
component.
Knowledge Base: Graph-based protocol model.
Within a Transport connection, every end-to-end entity has
to appropriately handle TFs deployed on it. In order to
enable dynamic construction of the required protocol or
services, the dependency relationships between the TFs are
modeled as a graph. The use of graph facilitates the add,
removal, or modification of Transport Function.
Furthermore, it is expected to provide an abstraction which
will permit to capture the heterogeneity between the TF
possible shapes (i.e. TF as a container, VTF; TF as a
software component called UTF; or TF as an OS kernel
module called KTF). TF graph is a mixed graph G = (V, A,
E) where:

A Transport Service, TS, is an abstraction of a set of
Transport functions. It provides an end-to-end facility to
applications. Examples include reliable delivery service,
no-loss delivery service, ordered delivery service, partially
ordered delivery service, fast delivery service, etc.
A Transport protocol is an implementation that provides
one or more Transport Services using a specific framing and
header format [20], to detail how a Transport sender and a
Transport receiver cooperate to provide these services. For
instance, TCP protocol is composed by the following
services: fully reliable, fully ordered, congestion-controlled
and flow-controlled.

●

B. TRANSPORT FUNCTION MANAGER (TFM)

●

The TFM is a distributed decision system inspired by the
MAPE-K cycle [34]. The TFM has to be dynamically
deployed in a virtualization container such as Docker
container. From service requested by an application, the
TFM is able to dynamically build a TS and to deploy all
necessary TFs to provide the required service. Figure 4
shows an overview of the TFM and its main components in

●
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V = {TF1, TF2, …, TFn} is the set of TFs deployed on
entity;
A is a set of directed links expressing dependency
between TFs; an arc (TFx, TFy) means that the
execution of TFy requires the execution of TFx
beforehand. For example before execute Error
reporting function, w
 e have to first detect the error on
data through the execution of Error detection function.
E is a set of undirected links used when there is not an
order in the execution of associated TFs.

[8]

A TS is defined in the graph by two paths: one indicates
the order of execution of TFs in reception, Rx, and the other
indicates the order of execution in transmission, Tx. Figure
5 shows a TF graph where, for example, TS1 is a No-error
service where: (1) in Rx, TF3 and TF0 are executed in this
order to detect and report an error, and (2) in Tx, TF1 is used
to recover error by execution of retransmission function.

[9]
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CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper, we propose the Virtual Transport Protocol
concept consisting of leveraging virtualization principles to
permit the dynamically and remotely deployment of
Transport components. Based on modular approaches, we
propose to divide each Transport service ( TS) as a set of
Transport Function (TF) which are packaged in a
virtualization container and called Virtual Transport
Function ( VTF). Furthermore, we propose a Transport
Function Manager (TFM), a control architecture aiming to
manage VTFs and dynamically build TS thanks to a
proposed TF graph.
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Our future work is to build a proof-of-concept of our
approach through the implementation of the proposed
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about the deployment of Transport Function as Virtual
Transport Function; we also plane to extend TFM
architecture in such a way that it can be able to deploy
Transport Functions as OS kernel modules.
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